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1. Show how to implement a T flip-flop starting with a D flip-flop.  The T flip-flop is a FF 

that toggles when the input is 1 and holds its state when the input is 0.  
 
2. In the sequential circuit pictured the flip-

flops have setup times of 15ns, propagation 
delays of 10 ns and hold times of 5ns. 

a. Assuming no propagation delay 
through the combinational logic 
block, what is the maximum 
allowable frequency for the clock 
signal? 

b. Assuming a propagation delay of 60 ns through the combinational logic, how 
does your answer to part (a) change? 

 
3. You are given a sequential circuit that has the following circuit to compute the next state: 
 

 
 

a. Write out the state transition table for the above circuit. 
b. Draw the state diagram. 

 
4. A Gray code is a sequence of bit patterns in which only one bit changes from one element 

to the next element.  Consider the following FSM for a two bit Gray code: 
 

 
a. Write out the state transition table. 
b. Assuming that you have JK flip flops, write out the equations for the next state decoder. 
c. Draw the schematic for the circuit. 



d. Suppose that we want to be able to start and stop the counter based on an enable signal.  
How would your schematic change if you wanted to add this input to your counter? 

e. Consider the addition of a second control signal, called “D” for direction.  If this signal is 
high then we will proceed through the above state diagram as shown, from left to right.  
If D is unasserted, then we will transition in the opposite direction.  Write out the 
equations for the new state transitions.  Do not include the enable signal in this circuit.  

f. What use could a counter like this have? 
 

5. Shifters are normally used to shift data in a circular pattern (the data that shifts out at one 
end of the shifter is shifter back into the other end), or as a logic shift (fill the shifted 
positions with 0’s) or an arithmetic shift (propagate the high-order sign bit to the right or 
shift in 0’s to the left).  For example, if a 4-bit register contains the data 1110, the effects 
of the six kinds of shifts are the following: 

 
Circular shift right: 1110 becomes 0111. 
Circular shift left: 1110 becomes 1101 
Logical shift right: 1110 becomes 0111 
Logical shift left: 1110 becomes 1100 
Arithmetic shift right: 1110 becomes 1111 
Arithmetic shift left: 1110 becomes 1100 

 
Show how to wire the universal shift register introduced in class (section 2 p. 32) to 
perform the following types of shifts: 
a. Hold (don’t shift) 
b. Circular shift right 
c. Logical shift left 
d. Arithmetic shift right 

 
Suppose that you want to implement a shift register unit that can switch between the 
functions implemented above (3a – 3d).  This shift register should have two control 
inputs S1 and S0 that will select the shift register’s function.  The mapping should be as 
follows: S1, S0 = 00 is “hold,” S1, S0 = 01 is “circular shift right,” etc. 
 
e. Show the combinational logic (equations or schematics) to decode the control signals 
S1, S0 into the appropriate functional behavior for the shifter. 

 
 

6. In the Xilinx Input Output 
Block (IOB), the pad can be 
either an input or an output.   
How do we choose which 
function we want a pad to 
have?  How do we keep an 
output from coming back in as 
an input? 
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